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Hayton Parish Council           20 March 2019 

 

Downagate Community Centre Update 
Report by the Clerk 

Background 

Members will recall that at their meeting on 17 October 2018 they resolved that the Parish Council 

will buy the tables, chairs, trolleys (based on the quote the Downagate Recreation and Community 

Association had received totalling £3771.75 plus VAT and which accompanied the grant application) 

and gift them to the Downagate Community Centre; the Downagate Community Centre is not in 

Hayton Parish but is used by people from the Hayton Parish area (particularly Corby Hill) so the 

Parish Council would use its power to spend money for the benefit of some of its parishioners (Local 

Government Act 1972 s.137); The Parish Council noted that in the grant application form the 

Downagate Recreation and Community Association state that Downagate Community Centre will 

benefit parishioners from Hayton Parish Council and a condition of the gift will be that the 

Downagate Recreation and Community Association provide annual reports on the usage by 

parishioners from Hayton Parish; and the Parish Council will only action the purchase of table, chairs 

and trolleys once the building works are completed and after the Clerk has been provided with a 

copy of the Completion Certificate which will evidence compliance with building regulations – 

particularly ensuring the health and safety for people in or about the building and that the facilities 

provide for people, including those with disabilities, to access and move around the inside of the 

building.  The Downagate Recreation and Community Association confirmed their acceptance. 

Progress  

The Downagate Recreation and Community Association have advised that they have been given 

their Occupation Certificate (see attached) and are expecting to secure the Completion Certificate at 

the latest by 23 March 2017.  In the meantime they have decided to go ahead with the opening and 

have invited the PC to attend an official opening on 17 March 2019 from 1000-1400.    

The Clerk has also secured three quotes to supply the chairs, table, and trolleys) and recommends 

accepting the lowest quote which is for £3917.36 plus VAT; Quote 2 was for £4126.00 plus VAT; and 

Quote 3 for £4482.15 plus VAT.  The Downagate Recreation and Community Association have 

confirmed that they will contribute the balance of £145.61.  However the supplier will only supply 

after payment and have advised that as soon as they receive cheques that they will dispatch. 

Resolution 

The Clerk will update at the meeting.  If the Association have received the Completion Certificate 

and it complies with the resolution from the meeting on 17 October 2018 she will ask Members to 

resolve whether to authorise payment to lowest priced supplier based on quote dated 4/2/19.  The 

payment would be for £3771.75 plus VAT (£783.47); the supplier would be Church Buying Group; 

and includes for 100 economy steel banqueting chairs; 1 chair removal trolley; 1 Gopak round table 

trolley; 6 Gopak round folding tables; 6 Gopak economy tables; and 4 Gopak tables and includes for 

delivery.  Downagate Recreation and Community Association will also need to send the balancing 

payment directly to supplier before supplier will dispatch.  If Completion Certificate is not received in 

time this matter will have to come to meeting on 15 May 2019. 


